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Enjoy the top of the Longest Bridge in the world!1

World Heritage Site “Himeji-jo Castle” and Japanese Garden４

Visiting Fujita Health University２

Sake Brewing and Museum of carpentry tools in Japan３

Visiting Kyoto and try Zen-Meditation５

Visiting World Heritage Site in Ancient Capital of Nara ６

Private Transfer Plan for Universal Studios Japan７
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ISPRM 2019 Social Programs

Enjoy the top of the Longest Bridge in the world!1

Itinerary

8:30

9:00 -12:30

13:00

Portopia Hotel

Bridge World for Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge

Portopia Hotel

12:30

13:00 -16:30

17:00

Portopia Hotel

Bridge World for Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge

Portopia Hotel

●Please choose either group A or B to participate.

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.

“Bridge World for Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge” is an attractive tour to the top of the Bridge, 300m 
over the sea, and you can enjoy the panoramic view from the top. 

Bridge World for Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge

Group A

Group B
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7,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Noon Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.



Visiting Fujita Health University２

Itinerary

7:00

11:00-12:00

12:30-13:30

14:00-15:30

16:00-17:00

20:30

Portopia Hotel

Fujita Health University

Lunch
Lunch Coupon is provided at Food Court of Shopping Center.
Free to choose your restaurant from more than 10 restaurants.

Nagoya Castle

Noritake Garden

Portopia Hotel

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.
●If you have food allergy or any restriction, please let us inform travel desk, we will ask for special meal for

the restaurant upon your request.
●Please understand contents of lunch may be changed by tour condition.

Fujita Health University

The tour will visit Fujita Health University, ISPRM2019

President Eiichi Saitoh belongs. 

Nagoya Castle 

Nagoya Castle was completed in 1615 by the Shogun, 
Tokugawa Ieyasu. Topped with golden shachihoko, votive 
tiger-fish roof devices, and boasting the largest floorspace of 
any tower keep, Nagoya Castle and its magnificent 
Hommaru Palace were operated as a military facility. 

Noritake Garden 

Noritake is a leading company in the ceramics industry with 
a history of more than 100 years. The Noritake Garden 
(Noritake no Mori) was built on the company's former 
factory grounds and introduces the company and its 
products while providing a recreational space in the middle 
of Nagoya.
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15,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.

Noon ; 
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Sake Brewing and Museum of carpentry tools in Japan３

Itinerary

13:00

13:30-14:30

15:00-16:00

16:30

Portopia Hotel

Fukuju Sake Brewery

Takenaka Carpentry Tools Museum

Portopia Hotel

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.

Fukuju Sake Brewery

The Fukuju Sake Brewery is situated in the Nada region of 
Kobe, Japan, near Rokko Mountain, which brings good 
fortune to the craft of making sake. The Fukuju brewery 
strive to give visitors an authentic feel for the age-old 
tradition of sake brewing and to deeply convey the heart of 
Japan as expressed through the art and craft of producing 
sake.

Takenaka Carpentry Tools Museum

The Takenaka Carpentry Tools Museum was opened in 
1984, as the only museum of carpentry tools in Japan, with 
the objective to collect and conserve such disappearing tools 
as a cultural heritage, and to pass them on to the next 
generation through research and exhibitions.Japan is a 
nation of monozukuri (making things). Carpentry tools 
contain within them the characteristic aesthetic sensibilities 
and attention to detail of the Japanese people.
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7,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Noon Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.



World Heritage Site “Himeji-jo Castle” and Japanese Garden４

Itinerary

8:30

10:00-11:00

11:15-11:45

12:30-14:00

15:00-15:45

16:30

Portopia Hotel

Himeji-jo Castle

Kokoen Garden

Lunch
Japanese Dish

Uonotana Fish Market

Portopia Hotel

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.
●If you have food allergy or any restriction, please let us inform travel desk, we will ask for special meal for

the restaurant upon your request.
●Please understand contents of lunch may be changed by tour condition.

Himeji-jo Castle

Himeji-jo Castle, also known as White Heron Castle (Shirasagijo) due to its elegant, white 
appearance, is widely considered as Japan's most spectacular castle for its imposing size 
and beauty and its well preserved, complex castle grounds. The castle is both a national 
treasure and a world heritage site. 

Kokoen Garden 

Kokoen is a relatively recently constructed Japanese style garden, which was opened in 
1992 on the former site of of the feudal lord‘s west residence (Nishi-Oyashiki). It consists of 
nine separate, walled gardens designed in various styles of the Edo Period. Among the 
gardens are the garden of the lord's residence which features a pond with a waterfall, a tea 
garden where visitors can enjoy green tea in a tea ceremony house, a pine tree garden, a 
bamboo garden and a flower garden.

Uonotana Fish Market 

You may have heard of Tsukiji Market in Tokyo, but there’s another, lesser-known fish 
market that’s well worth a visit – and you won’t see any foreign tourists there – Uonotana. 
Akashi is a small port city in Hyogo Prefecture – not far from Kobe, on the way down the 
Seto Inland Sea coastline towards Himeji.

World Heritage Site 
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12,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.

Noon ; 
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Visiting Kyoto and try Zen-Meditation５

Itinerary

8:00

10:00-11:30

12:00-13:00

13:30-14:30

16:30

Portopia Hotel

Taizo-in Temple(Zen-Meditation)

Arashiyama(Lunch)
Japanese Dish, Vegitarian Meal

Kinkaku-ji Temple (The Golden Pavilion)

Portopia Hotel

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.
●If you have food allergy or any restriction, please let us inform travel desk, we will ask for special meal for

the restaurant upon your request.
●Please understand contents of lunch may be changed by tour condition.

Experience Zen at Taizo-in Temple

The temple of Taizo-in has been beloved by people for more than 600 years. Its appeal 
stems from each and every one of its unique treasures: the dry landscape garden by Kano 
Motonobu, Josetsu’s masterpiece, Hyonenzu (“Catching a Catfish with a Gourd”), one of 
Japan’s oldest surviving ink paintings. These historic treasures will fascinate any visitor to 
the temple. Delegates will try Zen-Meditation here in the temple.

Arashiyama

The Togetsukyo Bridge is Arashiyama's well known, central landmark. Many small shops, 
restaurants and other attractions are found nearby, including Tenryuji Temple, Arashiyama's
famous bamboo groves.

Kinkaku-ji Temple(The Golden Pavilion)

Kinkaku-ji Temple(The Golden Pavilion) is a Zen temple in northern Kyoto whose top two 
floors are completely covered in gold leaf. Formally known as Rokuonji, the temple was the 
retirement villa of the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, and according to his will it became a 
Zen temple of the Rinzai sect after his death in 1408. Kinkaku-ji is an impressive structure 
built overlooking a large pond, and is the only building left of Yoshimitsu's former retirement 
complex. 

World Heritage Site 
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12,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.

Noon ; 



Visiting World Heritage Site in Ancient Capital of Nara ６

Itinerary

8:00

9:45-10:45

11:00-11:30

12:00-13:30

14:00-15:00

15:30-16:30

18:30

Portopia Hotel

Todaiji Temple

Nara Park

Lunch
Chinese Dish

Horyuji Temple

Yakushiji Temple

Portopia Hotel

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.
●If you have food allergy or any restriction, please let us inform travel desk, we will ask for special meal for

the restaurant upon your request.
●Please understand contents of lunch may be changed by tour condition.

World Heritage Sites
●Todaiji Temple

Todaiji Temple is one of Japan's most famous and historically significant temples and a landmark of 
Nara. The temple was constructed in 752 as the head temple of all provincial Buddhist temples of 
Japan and grew so powerful that the capital was moved from Nara to Nagaoka in 784 in order to 
lower the temple's influence on government affairs.

●Yakushiji Temple 

Yakushiji was constructed by Emperor Tenmu in the late 7th century for the recovery of the emperor's 
sick wife. One of Japan's oldest temples, Yakushiji has a strictly symmetric layout, with the main hall 
and lecture hall standing on a central axis, flanked by two pagodas.

●Horyuji Temple 

Horyuji Temple was founded in 607 by Prince Shotoku, who is credited with the early promotion of 
Buddhism in Japan. Horyuji is one of the country's oldest temples and contains the world's oldest 
surviving wooden structures. It was designated a world heritage site in 1993. 

World Heritage Site 

World Heritage Site 

Nara Park 
Nara Park extends across an area of 660 hectares, and represents the heritage area of Nara 
city, an environment composed of temple halls, pagodas, abundant trees and verdant lawns, 
a combination of the Daibutsuden (Great Buddha Hall), greenery and free-roaming deer.
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World Heritage Site 

13,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.

Noon ; 
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Private Transfer Plan for Universal Studios Japan７

Itinerary

8:30

18:00

Portopia Hotel

Universal Studios Japan
（Free Time at the Facility)

Portopia Hotel

Note: 
1 – Private Coach Transfer and 1 DAY Studio Pass is included
2 – Free Time at USJ enjoy the rides on your own

●The schedule might be changed  depending on the traffic and weather situation.

Universal Studios Japan
Universal Studios Japan (USJ) was the first theme park under the Universal Studios brand to 
be built in Asia, Opened in March 2001 in the Osaka Bay Area. The theme park becomes the 
most visited amusement park in Japan after Tokyo Disney Resort. 

This tour includes private coach transfer from/back to the hotel, and 1 day studio pass. You 
will be free at the park and stay enjoy the park for all day.
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18,000 JPY / personTour Fee :

Meal : Morning Noon Dinner

11-June
Tue.

12-June
Wed.

13-June
Thu.Date :

14-June
Fri.


